
Algebra 1
Predicting Patterns & 

Examining Experiments

Unit 1:  The only thing constant is change
Section 2:  Situations of  constant change



Antonius’ Auto Options
Antonius wants to save up money for a car.

     He can purchase his neighbor’s used Toyota Camry for 
$7300, but also likes the new Audi S4 and the new Kia Soul 
Sport.  

     Research his options and report back how many hours he 
will have to work to purchase each car.  Create a graph that 
communicates this data, it should show hours-worked for 
each of  the three car options.

Previous Homework problem discussion.  Have students present answers to the problem 
above.  I found the Audi for $57,125 and the Kia Soul for $16,950 and my solution on the 
next page is based upon that data.



Antonius’ Auto Options

    Sample Answer

  First, notice that the question was how many MORE hours, so, the initial 29 hours ($213.87) 
should be excluded.  Discuss this with students if it is an issue.
  Second, students may not use a bar graph to describe this information, but in the next slide 
we will look at another method of representing the solution. Discuss the merits of each.  In 
particular the line graph shows a comparison of the hours required and the constant pattern 
required to reach each level.
  Third, the answers are not all that accessible (in terms of hours).  Discuss the student 
solutions and, if necessary, this example in terms of a more meaningful unit, such as 
“Normal, 29-hour work-weeks”.  In case of the Audi, Antonius must work 266 more weeks at 
his current rate, which is approximately 5 years, if he dedicates his entire paycheck for the 
savings for the car.  Discuss.



Antonius’ Auto Options

     Sample Answer

  First, notice that the question was how many MORE hours, so, the initial 29 hours ($213.87) 
should be excluded.  Discuss this with students if it is an issue.
  Second, students may not use lines to describe this information, but bar graphs (as before) 
or other representations.  Discuss the merits of each.  In particular the line graph shows a 
comparison of the hours required and the constant pattern required to reach each level.
  Third, the answers are not all that accessible (in terms of hours).  Discuss the student 
solutions and, if necessary, this example in terms of a more meaningful unit, such as 
“Normal, 29-hour work-weeks”.  In case of the Audi, Antonius must work 266 more weeks at 
his current rate, which is approximately 5 years, if he dedicates his entire paycheck for the 
savings for the car.  Discuss.



Antonius’ Auto Options

  My solution with equations, using Grapher app on a mac.  Students might be able to make 
sense of the equations, but such a skill will be developed in this chapter, beginning today.
  These problems thus far have been difficult compared to textbook Algebra 1 problems.  But, 
through student discussion and directed teacher-questioning, students will be successful.  
Persevere.



Antonius’ Road Trip

Chicago to Denver: 1000 miles

  Now that we have figured out Antonius’ auto options, he is going to take a car trip from 
Chicago to Denver, a distance of 1000 miles.  We will look at the linear relationships of fuel 
efficiency, distance, budgeting, and speed.  
  We need to develop a method for predicting outputs for linear relationships.  We will be 
looking at the DANG method that asks the question, “how can we express the solution to a 
linear equation descriptively, analytically, numerically, graphically, or some combination of all 
of them?”



How much money will Antonius need 
for gas to Denver and back again?

  Pose the question and wait for students to ask questions.  Imagine students as scientists 
that are investigating and gathering data.  Only answer questions that students actually ask.  
Give room for struggle.
  The important information that students need to know is gas prices and fuel efficiency (fuel 
capacity is included, but unnecessary).  The next slide will give enough information to answer 
the question.  Namely, he has a 15 gallon tank, gets 25 mpg, and the current cost for 
unleaded is $2.199 per gallon.  Also note that he will be traveling at least 2000 miles 
roundtrip.



How much money will Antonius need 
for gas to Denver and back again?

Antonius’ Car
25 mpg

15 gallon tank

  The answer is that he will need at least $175.92.  A solution is on the next slide.  (Individual 
Work)  Have students work individually to find an answer.  Students can check the work with 
each other after some work time.  (Large Class Discussion) Compare answers and methods 
next.
  If a student answers $87.96, he has forgotten the roundtrip.



How much money will Antonius need 
for gas to Denver and back again?

Antonius’ Car
25 mpg

15 gallon tank

2000 miles
25 mpg

= 80 gallons needed

80 gallons @ $2.199 = $175.92
  The answer is that he will need at least $175.92 [if a student answers $87.96, he has 
forgotten the roundtrip].



Antonius’ Road Trip

Chicago to Denver: 1000 miles

  Now that we have figured out Antonius’ auto options, he is going to take a car trip from 
Chicago to Denver, a distance of 1000 miles.  We will look at the linear relationships of fuel 
efficiency, distance, budgeting, and speed.  
  We need to develop a method for predicting outputs for linear relationships.  We will be 
looking at the DANG method that asks the question, “how can we express the solution to a 
linear equation descriptively, analytically, numerically, graphically, or some combination of all 
of them?”



Antonius’ Car
25 mpg

15 gallon tank

Can Antonius make it from Chicago, IL 
to Omaha, NE without stopping for gas?

  Now, we need to use the 15 gallon tank information.  Solution on the slide after next, but 
the answer is ‘no, Antonius cannot make it to Omaha.’  Also note that the price of gas is 
irrelevant to this question.
  (Small group discussion)  



Distance 
to Omaha

Distance traveled 
on one tank

Antonius’ Car
25 mpg

15 gallon tank

So, 15 gallons times 25 
miles per gallon gives 

375 miles.
The distance to Omaha is more than Antonius can drive on 
one tank. Therefore, no, he can not avoid stopping for gas.

Can Antonius make it from Chicago, IL 
to Omaha, NE without stopping for gas?

  If some students say “yes”, have them explain why and have the class find the error.  Once 
everyone agrees upon “no” as an answer, investigate other solution methods.  



Antonius’ Road Trip

Chicago to Denver: 1000 miles

  Now that we have figured out Antonius’ auto options, he is going to take a car trip from 
Chicago to Denver, a distance of 1000 miles.  We will look at the linear relationships of fuel 
efficiency, distance, budgeting, and speed.  
  We need to develop a method for predicting outputs for linear relationships.  We will be 
looking at the DANG method that asks the question, “how can we express the solution to a 
linear equation descriptively, analytically, numerically, graphically, or some combination of all 
of them?”



How much money will Antonius save if he takes 3 
friends instead of the 2 he originally planned?

?+

  The next page includes a budget.  Before you go to that slide, ask students what 
information they need to know in order to answer the question.



How much money will Antonius save if he takes 3 
friends instead of the 2 he originally planned?

Antonius had planned to take the trip with two other friends, 
but a third has asked to join them.  The total expenses are below, 
how much will they save?

?+
Item Quantity Price

Gas 1 roundtrip $200
(to play it safe)

Hotel 2 rooms 
for 4 nights

$89 per room 
per night

Food 5 days of  
meals

$75 per day for 
everyone

Fun 3 days of  fun 
in Denver

$300 per day 
for everyone

  (Partner work)  Have pairs of students develop a strategy in order to solve the problem.  
Students have enough information to solve the problem, now they must organize the 
information.  [Notice that there are ‘8’ rooms that are budgeted.]
  Here is my plan:  1) Find the grand total.  2) Find the individual cost for both 3- and 4-
person trips.  3) Subtract the two values from step two.



How much money will Antonius save if he takes 3 
friends instead of the 2 he originally planned?

Antonius had planned to take the trip with two other friends, 
but a third has asked to join them.  The total expenses are below, 
how much will they save?

?+

200 + 89 ⋅8 + 5 ⋅ 75 + 3 ⋅ 300 = 2187

Item Quantity Price

Gas 1 roundtrip
$200

(to play it safe)

Hotel
2 rooms 

for 4 nights $89 per room per night

Food 5 days of  meals
$75 per day for 

everyone

Fun
3 days of  fun in 

Denver
$300 per day for 

everyone

   Here is my plan:  1) Find the grand total.  2) Find the individual cost for both 3- and 4-
person trips.  3) Subtract the two values from step two.



How much money will Antonius save if he takes 3 
friends instead of the 2 he originally planned?

$2187 $2187

$2187
3

= $729 $2187
4

= $546.75

   Here is my plan:  1) Find the grand total.  2) Find the individual cost for both 3- and 4-
person trips.  3) Subtract the two values from step two.



How much money will Antonius save if he takes 3 
friends instead of the 2 he originally planned?

 Antonius will save $182.25 if  the third friend
 joins the others in the trip to Denver.

$2187 $2187

$2187
3

= $729

$ 729 − 546.75 = 182.25

$2187
4

= $546.75

   Here is my plan:  1) Find the grand total.  2) Find the individual cost for both 3- and 4-
person trips.  3) Subtract the two values from step two.



Antonius’ Road Trip

Chicago to Denver: 1000 miles

  Now that we have figured out Antonius’ auto options, he is going to take a car trip from 
Chicago to Denver, a distance of 1000 miles.  We will look at the linear relationships of fuel 
efficiency, distance, budgeting, and speed.  
  We need to develop a method for predicting outputs for linear relationships.  We will be 
looking at the DANG method that asks the question, “how can we express the solution to a 
linear equation descriptively, analytically, numerically, graphically, or some combination of all 
of them?”



What time will Antonius arrive in Denver?

  Pose the question and wait for students to ask questions.  Imagine students as scientists 
that are investigating and gathering data.  Only answer questions that students actually ask.  
Give room for struggle.
  The important information that students need to know is how fast Antonius is driving (on 
average) and what time he leaves Chicago (notice that this is slope and y-intercept...).  The 
next slide will give enough information to answer the question.  Namely, that Antonius is 
leaving Chicago at 7am and he reaches Davenport at 10am.  From this, we can find his 
average speed.  Do not answer the question “how fast is he going”... since speed changes, he 
may need to stop, etc.  We are going to derive an AVERAGE speed based upon times and 
distances and leave the rest of the solution for homework.
  Notice also that the I-80 highway sign, although is his route, is irrelevant to answering this 
question.



What time will Antonius arrive in Denver?

  Antonius is leaving Chicago at 7am and he reaches Davenport at 10am.



What time will Antonius arrive in Denver?

  Antonius is leaving Chicago at 7am and he reaches Davenport at 10am.  He has traveled 
182 miles in 3 hours and so is averaging 60 mph (approximately).    
  (Small Group Discussion) Students should be able to answer this now.  The rest of the 
problem is homework.  End class with a student journal-entry/writing-prompt that describes 
the student’s plan to solve the problem.  You could start the writing with the line “I will find 
the time Antonius will arrive in Denver by ...” or you could do a KWL sheet during this class 
and the next: http://sitemaker.umich.edu/pamsarzynski/files/kwl.gif .
  Finally, in these first two sections we have not done much algebra and have seen little 
algebraic notation.  The goal is to see the need for algebra’s time-saving properties and also 
the beauty of its simplicity and efficiency.  If algebra is pushed too early, it becomes a rote 
process instead of an experiential knowledge that it should be.  
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